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By Peter Vogt
Sand is in the soil, on the beach, in the Calvert Cliffs, in the
bottoms of our Calvert streams, in our shoes and sometimes in our picnic
sandwiches. So common we scarcely ever think of the stuff. What is it,
from where did it come, and how did it get here? Most important, how
old is it really? First off, geologists use the term ‘sand’ for particle size,
not for composition. Very coarse sand is 1-2 mm in diameter; medium
sand is ¼ to ½ mm in diameter (250-500 microns), and anything finer
than 62 microns is silt. If it’s too fine to feel gritty, it’s clay. Most sand
on Calvert Cliff’s beaches—as at Flag Ponds or Cove Point is medium
sand. However, on a dry windy day rippled fine sand can accumulate
here and there, winnowed from the regular beach sand.
Most sand in the Calvert Cliffs Miocene sediments tends to be
fine—same for the sand on offshore sandbars. By contrast, particles in
stream bottoms can be very coarse sand, or even gravel (more than 2 mm
in particle diameter). However, below a pool of quiet water in a stream
there may be silt or even clay. The sediment settling into the ship channel
off Calvert County is smelly ooze that can swallow any heavy object
placed on the bottom.
Compositionally most sand, silt and gravel in our region is quartz,
SiO2, the same composition as glass. Quartz—so ubiquitous over much
of today’s Earth—is rare or absent on other terrestrial planets and moons,
and was not here in the early history of the earth. That’s another story,
however. You would also not find quartz sand on many tropical beaches,
where beaches—soft and squishy—are made of ground up reef corals.
Here on the Atlantic Coastal Plain (Fig. 1), almost everything inorganic
in the ground, or in the cliffs, or on the beaches originated from erosion
or weathering in rock formations exposed in the Piedmont and
Appalachians. The Coastal Plain is just the landward top of an enormous
sediment wedge that has been accumulating on the eastern margin of
North America in the ca. 175 million years since we parted company
from Africa. The wedge is just a half-mile thick under Calvert County,
but under parts of the submerged continental slope, the sediments are
more than five miles thick. Rocks exposed today in the Piedmont and
Blue Ridge were once buried miles below the ground. The material
unroofed from those ancient mountains is the stuff of the sediment
wedge.
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Figure 1. Source-rock for most of the Calvert area zircons.
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Quartz is a common mineral in granitic
to a house, we may say the house was built (the layer
rocks—and in metamorphic rocks such as gneiss
deposited) 15 million years ago, while the materials
with granitic compositions. Minerals such as
used to build the house can be of much greater and
feldspars weather chemically to clay and dissolved
varying ages.
ions, which are carried down rivers, left on the
Although the protolith age of quartz cannot
coastal plain or washed into the Atlantic. Quartz is
be determined, there are some other resistant rock
resistant to chemical weathering and once reduced to
forming minerals which although much rarer than
sand or silt, is resistant to abrasion (erosion). Quartz
quartz remain behind in sufficient numbers. The
sand may be incorporated in sandstones and millions
most important of those minerals is zircon
of years later erode out again to continue its voyage
(zirconium silicate, ZrSiO4). Although prized
to our Coastal Plain and the rest of our passive
semiprecious stone when of gem size and quality,
continental margin. (Passive means not near an
zircon is far more important as a reliable, nearly
active tectonic plate boundary, unlike the US West
indestructible geologic clock. The reason lies in the
Coast, where you might find feldspar and other
charges (+4) and sizes of zirconium atoms, which
‘immature’ minerals still on a beach).
happen to be similar to uranium. Both uranium and
Sand sized bits of Miocene mollusks or bone
zirconium remain as among the last constituents of a
are the age of the animals that produced them
molten mass of granitic rock to crystallize. A small
(generally from 18 to 8 million years, depending on
% of uranium atoms substitutes for zirconium in the
location in the cliffs), although the process of
zircon crystal. Both uranium isotopes are unstable,
grinding them into sand sized bits may be ongoing
with 238U decaying to 206Pb (an isotope of lead)
on modern Calvert Cliffs beaches. (Actually the
with a half-life of 4,470 million years and 235U
shallow marine environment in which the Calvert
decaying to 207Pb with a half-life of 704 million
Cliffs sediments were deposited during the Miocene
years. Both lead (Pb) isotopes are stable and both
epoch was not a high energy beach venue conducive
stay locked in the zircon crystal, which is then called
to eroding sand or even some shells—as even nona ‘closed system’. As geologic time passes, the two
geologists can observe from the lack of breakage of
‘parent’ uranium isotopes decay, while the two
many Miocene mollusks in beds 10, 14, 17 and 19).
‘daughter’ lead isotopes become more abundant. The
What about the quartz sand? Some of the rocks
older the protolith, the lower the U/Pb ratios. The
exposed west of here, notably in the Blue Ridge (Fig.
two radiometric ‘clocks’ run independent of each
1), are more than a billion years old, and the sand
other, so the two uranium to lead ratios must give the
eroded from the Blue Ridge was crystallized even
same ages, two independent estimates of age.
earlier. The Appalachian mountain building
Zircons are very resistant (hard) to
happened in several phases from about 480 to 250
mechanical erosion and resist chemical weathering.
million years ago. The rock such as granite or gneiss
Zircons also survive fairly high temperatures, so
in which a grain of quartz originally crystallized
their ‘clocks’ are not reset unless dragged down to
from a molten state deep in the crust is called the
great depths in later orogenies. All these features
protolith (“original rock”).
make them ideal for determining protolith age.
I like to think of our local sediment as the
Because zircon and quartz both form in granitic type
‘fossil’ remains of past mountain-building events
rocks, zircon ages will also give the age of the
(orogenies). A quartz sand grain is the resistant
abundant quartz.
remnant of past mountains just as a Miocene shark
So the question for local sands is just this—is
tooth is the resistant remnant of an ancient shark.
there sufficient zircon in our local cliff and beach
Both have stories to tell but also keep some secrets.
sand to allow these two clocks to be read? Zircon is a
You might be puzzled to learn that a quartz sand
‘heavy mineral’ (dense) and tends to be naturally
grain in Calvert Cliffs is a billion years old when the
‘sorted’ by the waves washing on the beach, and thus
sediments in a layer (bed or stratum) in the cliffs is
concentrated in our black sand (most of which is
‘just’ 15 million years old. If that layer be compared
ilmenite (FeTiO3, density like zircon 4.7 gm per cc
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Figure 2. Locations where the zircon samples were taken; S1-S3. Map modified from Vogt et al (2018).
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Figure 3. Locations in and around Scientists Cliffs where the zircon sand samples were taken.

vs 2.7 for quartz). Some people mistake local black
collected from rock outcrops, not from sand mixtures
beach sand for soot or other kinds of pollution.
on distant beaches). Being in a very different area of
Sorting is a natural process but is used both in
geoscience (plate tectonics), I had to find a zircon
panning for gold (the dense gold stays at the bottom
specialist who would collaborate. So, I first scoured
of the pan) but also is done in laboratories to
geological literature for studies about zircon ages.
separate zircon from other minerals. For example,
Scientists don’t relish collaborating with total
strong magnets separate ilmenite from the nonstrangers, but I found a zircon expert and professor
magnetic zircon.
(Dr. Jeffrey Chiarenzelli of St. Lawrence
When I first (2015) asked myself the question
University). I got Jeff interested in the origin of our
about the age and origin of our local sands, I did not
sands, and I first sent him black sand from a local
know if detrital zircon was abundant enough in our
beach. He sends his regular research samples to the
sand. (Many zircon studies are done on zircons
Laserchron Center at Univ. of Tucson. Jeff and I
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Figure 4. Horizons from which the zircon samples were taken. Modified from Vogt et al (2018).
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agreed to contribute our effort pro bono, and he got a
student (Henry McCormick) interested in doing the
grain size analysis and making a poster paper from
any results.
The Laserchron Center is a partly NSFfunded lab where sand samples are first sorted to
concentrate zircons. The zircon-rich residue, if any,
is then epoxied onto a slide. The technician then
trains a 30-micron-wide laser beam on the middle of
a typical 100-micron zircon grain, ionizing the
elements to a plasma. This vapor is then split into
beams in a mass spectrometer, with the lead and
uranium isotopes ending up as separate abundance
peaks. Known control (standard) zircons are also
zapped in the same manner, so the final accuracy in
age is 0.1% to 1%. If you are ready for some
alphabet soup—the entire analysis procedure is
known as laser ablation, multi-collector, inductivelycoupled plasma mass spectrometry, or LA-MC-ICPMS for short. Of course, the Laserchron Center has
to pay for its instruments and its staff, and doesn’t
age-date zircons for free. Nonetheless, the procedure

has been so streamlined and automated that a zircon
can be age dated (two U/Pb ages) for only about $8.
I wrote a proposal to the Cove Point Environmental
Land Trust (Bob Boxwell) to pay for the analysis. It
turned out that even normal quartz sand from the
Calvert Cliffs, from the Upland Deposits and from
the beach below the cliffs all have enough zircon that
a 2 kg sample yielded enough to get reliable ages. In
all 1614 zircons were dated from seven distinct sand
populations. The results were presented as a poster at
the 2017 Southeastern Geological Society meetings
in Richmond, VA. This article is a summary of those
results-with a research paper for a technical journal
still in preparation.
Of the seven sand samples (Figs. 2-4), two
are from the beach (#3a from Scientists Cliffs and
#3b from Cove Point). Two samples are from the
Miocene strata—#1b from Bed 16b of the lower
Choptank Formation) and #1a from the matrix of the
shark skeleton recovered by Calvert Marine Museum
from Bed 10 of Calvert Formation in Chesapeake
Beach a few years ago.

Figure 5. Sand grain size distribution between some of the sites sampled.
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The remaining three samples were collected
from the non-marine fluvial “Upland Deposits”
which overlie the Miocene shallow marine strata in
Southern Maryland and were likely deposited by the
Potomac while this river still flowed southeast across
what is today Calvert County. Sample #2a was
collected from in situ Upland Deposits—gravelly
sand near Scientists Cliffs Road. Sample #2b is fine,
likely windblown sand derived from the Upland
Deposits and probably dating from the last ice age
(21? ka; ka = thousand years ago). This sand
immediately underlies the area of the Scientists
Cliffs swimming pool and the land above and behind

the pool (Fig. 3). Sample #2c was collected from the
stream bottom of a branch of modern Governors Run
on the land of the American Chestnut Land Trust.
Most probably, this sandy-gravelly sediment is being
eroded from the Upland Deposits. As shown in the
stratigraphic composite of the Calvert Cliffs (Fig. 4),
the beach sands are derived from some combination
of cliff erosion (samples #1) and Upland Deposits
(samples #2).
Histograms showing the relative particle size
distributions are shown here (Fig. 5) but particle size
appears unrelated to protolith age.

Figure 6. Zircon ages as determined from a sample of 1614 zircon crystals. Many thanks to S. Godfrey for
compiling the illustrations.
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supercontinent still in the later process of dispersal
RESULTS
A total of 1614 U/Pb ages were obtained
by continental drift (plate tectonics). Peak #5 (1153
from the seven samples. To first order, the age
Ma) marks an earlier Grenville orogenic phase and is
distributions of all samples are rather similar. For
relatively more prominent in sand from the Calvert
that reason we made a single frequency distribution
Cliffs compared to the Upland Deposits. The
using all protolith ages (Fig. 6). The distribution is
relatively high abundance of Grenville ages has been
plotted from young to old (horizontal axis), and the
reported throughout much of eastern North America
separate abundance peaks (and lack of a peak for no.
and remains somewhat mysterious. The Grenville
7) are numbered for the sake of discussion.
orogeny must have been very hot compared to the
1)
The youngest zircons—around half a
later Appalachian orogenic phases!
dozen—cluster around 126 Ma (millions of years).
6)
A lesser scattering of zircon ages from about
They were found exclusively in sample #1a. No
1730 to 1320 Ma represents mountain building
rocks of that age are exposed anywhere in today’s
events affecting eastern North America (the old
Chesapeake Bay watershed. The nearest rocks that
supercontinent of Laurentia) prior to the Grenville
old are located in the area of the White Mountains,
orogeny. Rocks with some of those pre-Grenville
locally in Upstate New York, and in the Monteregian
ages are found today in the Blue Ridge and the
Hills near Montreal, Quebec, Canada. This suggests
Baltimore Gneiss (Fig. 1).
the Plum Point Marl member of the Calvert
7)
We found no zircons crystallized during
Formation was fed by a drainage system not like that
nearly a billion years. This gap has been noted
of today. 126 Ma is about the time Newfoundland
elsewhere in eastern North America and is somewhat
separated from Eurasia as the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
mysterious. Did plate tectonics pause?
propagated north. The central North Atlantic opened
8)
Each of our sand samples had a few much
up during the period 220-175 Ma but no zircons in
older zircons. The overall abundance peak from all
that age range were found in our samples. There is
the samples is at 2646 Ma. No rocks of such great
no record of the breakup of Africa from North
age (2700-2800 Ma, ie more than half the age of the
America in our zircons.
Earth) are known anywhere in the Chesapeake Bay
2)
A small cluster of ages around 367 and 453
watershed. Their age is similar to that of ancient
Ma corresponds to the Appalachian orogenies but
rocks exposed today in Wisconsin and Minnesota but
this once mighty mountain range is surprisingly
we have no way of proving our zircons originated
underrepresented by zircon ages. Here and below we
there.
cite the statistical abundance peak when all our ages
When we compare the age distributions of #2
are summed— accuracy to 1 Ma is not implied!
(Upland Deposits origins) with those of #1 (Calvert
3)
The peak at 723 Ma corresponds to the time
Cliffs origins) we can ask which one most resembles
an earlier ocean (called Iapetus) began to form. This
that of beach sands. It turns out that the beach sands
was about the time of Snowball Earth (SE) when ice
are most like Upland Deposits, which supports the
sheets advanced into equatorial regions of the planet.
inference that sand eroded from the Calvert Cliffs is
In our samples, zircons with these ages are found
generally too fine to stay put on our beaches, and
only in Upland Deposits and must have been eroded
instead is moved offshore. The primary source of
from some sources in the present Potomac
beach sand seems to be from Upland Deposits, sand
watershed. However, the location of the parent
washed down ravines from the interior. There does
outcrops remains to be located.
not appear to be any additional previously unknown
4) & 5)
More than half the zircons we dated
sand source for our Calvert Cliffs beaches.
are somewhat older than one billion years. The most
More work can be done on our zircons. For
abundant zircon age (1032 Ma) corresponds to the
example, it may be many Grenville aged zircons
Ottawan, a phase of the Grenville orogeny which
have rims with different ages, the rims having
marked the formation of the supercontinent called
formed when, and corresponding to partial alteration
Rodinia. This supercontinent preceded Pangaea, the
during Appalachian mountain building. It also is
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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likely that many Grenville zircons spent many
millions of years trapped in Appalachian-aged
sandstones, only to be eroded out again later.

Sandy Roberts, a
Personal Remembrance

Reference
Vogt, P., R. E. Eshelman, and S. J. Godfrey. 2018. Calvert Cliffs: Eroding
Mural Escarpment, Fossil Dispensary, and Paleoenvironmental
Archive in Space and Time. Pp. 3-44 in The Geology and Vertebrate
Paleontology of Calvert Cliffs, Maryland, USA. S. J. Godfrey (ed.).
Smithsonian Contributions to Paleobiology, 100. ☼

Author email: Peter Vogt (ptr_vogt@yahoo.com) ☼

President’s Column
Greetings fellow CMM Fossil Club members.
It is with sadness that I announce the death of
Betty Lynn "Sandy" Roberts on August 6th. Sandy
was one of the charter members of what became our
Fossil Club. She was an advocate for fossil education
and had a contagious zest for finding fossils. Her
willingness to open her home to the club in the
formative years was critical to the club's future
success.
I was happy to see that she chose to donate her
extensive collection earlier this year to the Calvert
Marine Museum where it will be used as a teaching
collection. Her donation will ensure that future fossil
hunters will benefit from her collecting prowess,
knowledge and expertise
This summer I spent my time recovering from
a hip replacement but made sure to add an important
fossil event on my calendar. Once I was able to, I had
the pleasure of visiting several private collections
with Dr. Leonardo Deweale from Belgium who will
be writing the seal chapter in Stephen's upcoming
second book on Calvert Cliffs. These collectors gave
Leonard access to several quality specimens that in
my opinion will increase the known number of fossil
seal species published from the Calvert Cliffs. Many
Thanks to those involved for sharing your collection
and your time!
In other news, we are working on additional
collecting trips and possibly another unofficial joint
trip with the NCFC to Stratford Hall in November.
I hope everyone had a fun and safe summer,
avoided the heat, and made a few nice finds on the
beach. See you at our next meeting on Saturday,
September 14th at 1pm at the Museum.
Submitted by Paul Murdoch. ☼

Sandy Roberts holding her gomphothere tusk while
working in the CMM’s fossil prep lab, where she
volunteered for years. Photo taken July 2004.
When I first came to Calvert County over 21
years ago to interview for the Curatorial positon at the
Calvert Marine Museum, I met with some members
of the fossil club. Following our foray onto the beach
below the cliffs, we retired to Sandy’s home in
Scientists Cliffs, where she very generously gave me
her copy of Bretton Kent’s book, Fossil Sharks of the
Chesapeake Bay Region. During future visits, I
learned not to express my admiration for anything in
her home or she was more than likely to offer it to me
in gift. Not only was Sandy one of the charter
members of our Fossil Club, she was for many years
the Editor of The Ecphora, including its first editor
(summer 1985). In the 1980s and 1990s, Sandy
contributed a fossil column to the Museum’s
newsletter, The Bugeye Times. She was indeed a
tireless educator, something I witnessed on many
occasions when she would chime into one of her
favorite fossil show-and-tells. I would like to thank
her son John Roberts, III and his wife Debra for
donating the balance of Sandy’s fossil collection to
the Museum. Sandy would be delighted to know that
much of it will be used by the Museum’s Education
Department. Fortunately, Sandy’s love for fossils
lives on in other members of the CMMFC. Text and
photo submitted by S. Godfrey. ☼
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Diatoms from the Fairhaven
Diatomaceous Earth,
Calvert Formation
Walt Johns and Stephen Godfrey collected
diatomaceous earth samples from the cliffs along the
Patuxent River and sent them to Stefano Barone
(Diatom Lab, in Italy) at his invitation. We received
the following superb photos of some of the sampled
specimens. Stefano returned slides preserving
specimens that have been added to our permanent
collection. Many thanks Stefano!

Actinoptychus undulatus (Kützing) Ralfs in Pritchard
1861

Lithodesmium undulatum Ehrenberg 1839
Actinoptychus heliopelta Grunow in Van Heurck
1883. Phase contrast photo.

Actinoptychus heliopelta Grunow in Van Heurck
1883
Lyrella spectabilis (Gregory)
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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The Ecphora Story
https://www.priweb.org/index.php/about-us/who-weare/ecphora-the-snail-shell-of-pri
Submitted by R. E. Eshelman. ☼

Skull in Beetle Tattoo
Triceratium interpunctatum Grunow in Schmidt et al.,
1882. What spectacular tiny organisms!
Stefano has extended an invitation to prepare other
sediment samples for diatoms from other local
outcroppings. If you send a fist-size, sediment sample
to me (Stephen Godfrey at CMM, include GPS
coordinates and location name; get permission to take
the sample if necessary) and I will forward the
samples to Stefano for processing and photography.
Images courtesy of Stefano Barone, Diatom Lab,
www.diatomlab.com ☼

CT Scanning at Hopkins

Cindy Eckard has this lovely tattoo on her leg. Notice
the human skull peeking out from beneath the
ladybug’s wings. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Paleo summer interns Adam Lindholm (left) and
Stephen Groff took part in the CT scanning of
numerous fossils from our collection in the
Cardiology Department at Johns Hopkins University
Hospital in Baltimore. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

500 Million-Year-Old Crab Named
After Han Solo's
Millennium Falcon
https://www.foxnews.com/science/500-million-yearold-crab-named-after-han-solos-millenniumfalcon?cmpid=NL_SciTech
Submitted by G. Kricun. ☼
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The Handedness of
Ecphora gardnerae
By Stephen Groff
Ecphora are among the most intricately
designed and beautifully colored Miocene gastropods
collected from Calvert Cliffs. Consequently, they are
highly prized by collectors and admired by the
paleontological community, appearing in a slue of
paleontological logos, and being adopted as the
Maryland State Fossil in 1985 (Vogt et al., 2018).
Ecphora gardnerae collected from the cliffs,
can be observed frequently having slight variation in
shell design. Such as the addition or subtraction of
ribs and differences in the tightness of the whorls.
However, E. gardnerae have never been known to be
found having deviated from their normally dextral
(right-handed) handedness or spiral. There are three
possible explanations for this. First, no observational
study of E. gardnerae has been conducted, and this
has simply led to no reported sinistral (left-handed) E.
Figure 1. The type specimen of Ecphora gardnerae
gardnerae. Second, it is possible that any sinistral
USNM 647519. Oriented to show the rightpopulation of E. gardnerae suffered from distortion
handedness of Ecphora gardnerae. With the aperture
during later stages of growth, as is possible due to the
facing down the opening is on the right side,
complexities of inverted handedness (Gould and
indicating dextrality, or looking down at the top of the
Young, 1985). This could conceivably lead to early
shell, the coil increases in size by spiraling to the
death, meaning that no large sinistral E. gardnerae
right.
would be collected, and therefore making sinistrality
harder to observe. Third, no population of sinistral E.
However, the results of this study do not
gardnerae exists, which is highly likely as sinistrality
preclude the possible existence of a sinistral
as a trait of marine gastropods is exceedingly rare
individual of E. gardnerae, as sinistral individuals are
(Vermeij, 2002).
known to occur in normally dextral species (Rola´nTo test these explanations, an observational
Alvarez and Rola´n, 1995). This study does suggest
study of 1958 small Ecphora gardnerae donated to
that E. gardnerae is defined as being dextral as a
the Calvert Marine Museum (CMM) by Robert M.
characteristic of this species, and that any sinistral
Hazen was conducted. This resulted in the discovery
individual
would
occur
purely
by
of no sinistral E. gardnerae. Disproving the first
genetic/developmental accident.
possible explanation since an observational study on
If you have a sinistral Ecphora shell in your
a large number of shells has now been conducted and
collection, please let me know. My email address
found no sinistral E. gardnerae. The second possible
follows the References.
explanation, that sinistral E. gardnerae die young and
are therefore of small size, is also disproven, since this
Acknowledgments
study examined small E. gardnerae and found only
I would like to thank S. Godfrey and J. Nance
dextrals. This leads to the conclusion that the third
for their assistance, as well as A. Lindholm for
possible explanation is likely true; that there are no
assisting in counting and re-checking the handedness
populations of sinistral E. gardnerae, and that E.
of all 1958 Ecphora examined in this study. I would
gardnerae is typified as a dextral species.
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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also like to thank K. Hollis (Collections Manager,
United States National Museum of Natural History,
The Smithsonian Institution) for access to the type
specimen of Ecphora gardnerae, and R. Hazen for
donating the 1958 Ecphora examined in this study to
the CMM.
References
Gould, S., and N. Young, (1985). The
consequences of being different: sinistral
coiling in Cerion. Evolution, 39(6):1364–
1379. doi:10.2307/2408792
Rola´n-Alvarez, E. and E. Rola´n. 1995. Occurrence
of true symmetry inversion in gastropods: An
evolutionary perspective. Thalassas, 11:93–
104.
Vermeij, G. J. 2002. The geography of
evolutionary opportunity: hypothesis and two
cases in gastropods, integrative and comparative
biology. Integrative and Comparative Biology,
42(5):935–940.
Vogt, P. R., R. E. Eshelman, and S. J. Godfrey. 2018.
Calvert cliffs: eroding mural escarpment,
fossil dispensary, and paleoenvironmental
archive in space and time. in The Geology and
Vertebrate Paleontology of Calvert Cliffs,
Maryland, USA, ed. S. J. Godfrey,
Washington D.C.: Smithsonian Institution
Scholarly Press, 100:3–44.

Here, Mike Ellwood works to free a partial lower jaw
of a sperm whale from the base of the cliffs. George
Fox spotted and reported on this lovely find.

Showing here, a single large tooth socket in the lower
jaw. Photos taken by G. Fox. ☼

Magical Adder Tongues

Author email: Stephen Groff
(groff.sss@verizon.net) ☼

CMM Excavates
Sperm Whale Jaw
Former CMM Director, Sherrod Sturrock, spotted
this beautiful work of art in the Kunsthistorisches
Museum in Vienna, Austria. The fossil shark teeth
were thought to be magical adder (i.e., snake)
tongues. I’m sure that there is more of a back story
here. I still think it’s pretty magical whenever I find a
fossil shark tooth of any description. Photo submitted
by S. Sturrock. ☼
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Many Thanks to the CMMFC
The Department of Paleontology along with
our Paleo summer interns, Stephen Groff, Adam
Lindholm, and Isaac Zelinski gratefully thank the
Calvert Marine Museum Fossil Club for the generous
donation of $1500 that went to the interns in the form
of a monthly stipend. This kind of donation
constitutes the mandate of the Sandy Roberts
Scholarship. ☼

Megalodon Tooth found in
Archaeological Context

Exquisite Fossil Crab Found

Darrin Lowery found this bilaterally notched
Carcharocles megalodon (CMM-V-8951) tooth in a
shell
midden
along
Nassawaddox
Creek,
Northampton County, eastern shore of Virginia. The
shell midden was dated to 493 ± 44 AD. There are no
locally exposed Miocene sediments along
Nassawaddox Creek. So at about that time (493 AD,
during the collapse of the Western Roman Empire) the
tooth was collected and deliberately notched and
moved there by Amerindians from some other
producing source (like from along the Choptank
River, Calvert Cliffs, or one of the other tributaries
flowing into the western side of the Chesapeake Bay).
Notice how the base of the crown was deeply notched
so that, presumably, it could be hafted with sinew to a
Stephen Groff found this small but exquisitely
wooden shaft. Darrin very generously donated this
preserved crab along Calvert Cliffs. Notice that some
tooth, and the locality and C14 age data associated
of the appendages are still intact. Photos by S.
with the shell midden to our permanent collection.
Godfrey. ☼
Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼
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Remarkable Find

Leatherback Turtle
Partial Carapace

Christa Conant completed the initial preparation of
the carapace of this Miocene leatherback turtle found
along Calvert Cliffs, and Rachel Reese and John
Nance puzzled much of what was found back
together. The following individuals donated “puzzle”
pieces to CMM (listed here alphabetically): Tom
Bradfield, Michael Gonzalez, Bill Prochownik,
Barbara Radzyniak, Carol Scheina, and Katherine
Tyner. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Daryl Serafin was walking along a beach on the
Potomac River at low tide and nearly tripped over this
remarkably complete Paleocene crocodile skull. After
the initial adrenaline rush, he noticed that the skull
was still in situ; the upper layers of entombing
sediment had been removed by successive tidal cycles.
The front of the skull had already been ripped up by
waves, so it seems unlikely that it would have survived
many more incoming tides. Photo submitted by D.
Serafin. The skull is presently on loan to CMM. ☼

Mike Ellwood donated this T-shirt to Dr. Susan
Kidwell. Photo submitted by M. Ellwood. ☼
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Mary Parrish, Scientific Illustrator
Cool story about how Mary Parrish got her
start in scientific illustration with the Fossils of
Calvert Cliffs guide written by her father Wally
Ashby.
https://www.arts.gov/art-works/2019/art-talk-paleoartist-mary-parrish
Submitted by J. Nance. ☼

Amelia Island, Florida
While on a recent trip to Amelia Island, I spotted these
shark-related items.

It would be fitting for the Curator of Paleontology at
the Calvert Marine Museum to have wheels like this!

Sea Shepherd

This gapping shark mouth doubled as a tip bucket on
a harbor cruise.

The Sea Shepherd’s anti-poaching vessel, the John
Paul Dejoria.
https://seashepherd.org/news/sea-shepherd-launchesanti-poaching-vessel-m-v-john-paul-dejoria/
Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Sea Lion Mishap

Pathological Strombus

Photo by wildlife photographer Chase Dekker.
http://www.msn.com/en-us/lifestyle/lifestylebuzz/how-a-humpback-whale-ended-up-with-a-sealion-in-its-mouth/ar-AAF4a6u?li=BBnb2gh
The article concluded that it would be very unlikely
that the sea lion would have died in the mouth of, or
been swallowed by, the whale (apparently the
diameter of a whale’s throat is remarkably narrow). In
similar situations, the whale is observed to open its
mouth to let large animals escape.
Submitted by Y. Tulu. ☼

Horn Shark Egg Case
Tom Piscitelli found this pathological Strombus sp.
shell. Fossil and modern shell expert, Barry Norbeck
identified the shell as likely having come from Florida
and showed me other Strombus sp. shells in our
collection that are also deformed. Pathologies like
this seem to be relatively common in this genus. Why,
I don’t know. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

One of the many shark-related exhibits at the CMM’s
SharkFest. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Fossil Hunters Found Bones From
an Ancient Whale...
https://gizmodo.com/fossil-hunters-found-bonesfrom-an-ancient-whale-and-1837442417
Submitted by G. Dennis. ☼

SharkFest 2019

Mike Ellwood (with shark-themed cheek tattoo) is
ever eager to share is encyclopedic knowledge of
shark teeth with visitors of all ages.

Steve Grossman (left) and Douggie Douglass (for the
very first time) regaled visitors with Steve’s amazing
collection of fossil shark teeth.

Stephen Groff showed just how effective a megalodon
tooth is at cutting tomatoes.

A lovely example of the many shark-themed articles of
clothing worn by patrons at SharkFest this year.
Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Editor’s Note: In the June issue of The Ecphora, I
asked for help in identifying the following mystery
bone. Thank you to everyone who responded. Below,
I include the responses of Mark Renz and Richard
Hulbert.

Mystery Bone…Help!

From Mark Renz: The Ecphora, 2 June 2019, page
8.
The mystery bone appears to be a horse distal
sesamoid, located behind horse hoof core.
(Reference "Giants in the Storm" (Page 111). Author:
Mark Renz.
From Richard Hulbert.
The mystery bone on page 8 of the recent issue
of The Ecphora is a distal sesamoid bone from Equus.
In life, it is positioned between the medial and distal
phalanges and is not to be confused with the paired
regular sesamoid bones that are found at the distal end
of the metacarpal and metatarsal.
Having this particular bone seems to be a
perissodactyl (i.e., horses and their kin) character, as
relatively small ones are known from tapirs and
rhinos.
Richard C. Hulbert Jr.
Vertebrate Paleontology Collections Manager
Florida Museum of Natural History
Gainesville, Florida
Many thanks for these identifications. ☼

Pyritized Mercenaria

Paul Matthew Blomgren found two of these mystery
modern bones along Calvert Cliffs. One of them is
figured here in several different views. The object is
indeed a bone it is not a seed. If you know what bone
this is, please email your identification to the Editor
(Stephen.Godfrey@calvertcountymd.gov) and he’ll
include plausible identifications in the next issue
(alien bones won’t be included ). Hand by M.
Baughman, photos by S. Godfrey. ☼
Answers:

Stephen Groff found this lovely partially pyritized
clam shell along Calvert Cliffs. Let’s hope that it does
not develop pyrite disease. Low humidity is key.
http://preparation.paleo.amnh.org/56/pyrite-disease
Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼
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Editor’s Note: In the June issue of The Ecphora, I
included a drawing of an Otodus shark tooth. The
following email came from Leslie K. Overstreet,
Curator of Natural-History Rare Books, Smithsonian
Libraries.

(Ms.) Leslie K. Overstreet
Curator of Natural-History Rare Books
Smithsonian Libraries
NHB CE-G15 / MRC 154
P.O. Box 37012
Washington DC 20013-7012

Hi, Steve,
In case you haven’t already received messages
about the “Artist unknown” drawing on p.8, I looked
into the info on the drawing and send you a scan of a
published article that includes the original (printed)
illustration.
The drawing’s notes read: “Otodus obliquus /
Lond[on] clay. Walton on Naze / Colln. Lady
Sydenham / 1838 Mag Nat Hist / p 351.
Charlesworth.”
The reference to the published article
is: Charlesworth, E. “Art.IV. Illustrated zoological
notices. …2. On a tooth of the genus Otodus,
Agassiz, from the London clay.” Magazine of
natural history, N.S. 3 (1839): 347-353.
Charlesworth attributes the tooth to the collection
of Lady Sidmouth; I don’t know why the drawing
says “Lady Sydenham” since I can’t find anything
online that connects the names.
And here’s something about Walton on the Naze in
Essex https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walton-on-theNaze, where Charlesworth says it was found.
I guess none of this answers the question of why
was this tooth drawn into a copy of Owen’s book –
the correct title is A history of British fossil
mammals, and birds (London, 1846) – but aha, no,
it’s just a loose piece of paper inserted in the
Smithsonian’s (Birds Lib.) copy…
https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/item/47477#pag
e/7/mode/1up it’s 9 pages in, between the Preface
and the Introduction…. Hmmm, maybe staff in
Birds could recognize it somehow? I’ll leave that to
you and/or Dave B. & others to pursue if wanted.

Illustration from: “Art.IV. Illustrated zoological
notices. …2. On a tooth of the genus Otodus,
Agassiz, from the London clay.” Magazine of
natural history, N.S. 3 (1839): 347-353.

P.S. Charlesworth mentions a previous article of his
on Carcharias megalodon in Mag.Nat.Hist. N.S. 1…
would you like to see that too?
Best,
Leslie
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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CALVERT MARINE MUSEUM
FOSSIL CLUB EVENTS
Saturday, September 14th, 2019. 1pm Club meeting
and 2:30 Public Lecture at the Calvert Marine
Museum. Dr. Lucy Edward will present a public
lecture entitled: “Favorite Fossils and the
Chesapeake Bay Impact Structure.”

fossils include Turritella sp. molds, croc teeth, and
turtle shell. We will meet at the parking lot and then
make an easy 1/4 mile hike to the beach, then turn left
and head south for another 1/2 mile or so to the most
productive area. This hike will consist of climbing
over many fallen trees so be ready. Low tide is at
12:45 PM, meet up time will be 10:00 am at the
parking lot. Sign up or any questions please email me
at ianthoppe@gmail.com.
Saturday, November 16th, 2019. Annual potluck
Club meeting and lecture. Luncheon (to begin at about
12 noon) and lecture (2:30) will be held in the Harms
Gallery at the Calvert Marine Museum. The public
lecture will be given by Dr. Buck Ward on
“Evolution of Ecphora—Oligocene to the
Pliocene.”

Dr. Lucy E Edwards (above) focuses her research on
the stratigraphy of the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal
Plains. Her specialty is dinoflagellates (a type of
algae), and she studies their fossil cysts for what they
reveal about the time and environment of deposition
and how they came to be preserved in the fossil
record. She also specializes in stratigraphic
nomenclature and methods of stratigraphic
correlation. (Courtesy USGS).

Saturday, November 30th, Odessa, DE, 10:00 a.m.,
petrified wood. Odessa, DE. This is a John Wolf
Memorial Trip. Meetup 9:45-10:00 AM near
Middletown, DE. We will move on to the farm in
Odessa to walk the fields and collect petrified wood
(cypress), probably originally deposited in the
Cretaceous or Paleocene Rancocas Group and later
redeposited in a Pleistocene bed. (Thanks to Dr. Earl
Manning, DVPS member, for correcting our previous
description of the petrified wood as being
Pleistocene.) No special equipment is necessary; in
fact, you should leave your tools at home so that we
do not do anything to cause erosion on this no-till
farm. Here is a link to a nice write up about one of
our trips to a nearby site:
http://viewsofthemahantango.blogspot.com/2011/08/
petrified-wood-from-delaware.html
If you want additional information about this trip
please email: robertertman@msn.com
Saturday, February 22nd, 2020. Club meeting 1pm
followed at 2:30 by a public lecture in the Harms
Gallery.

Saturday, September 28th, Purse State Park/ End of
Summer Trip. Located on the Maryland side of the
Saturday, April 25th, 2020. Club meeting 1pm
Potomac River, this site is an exposure of the Aquia
followed at 2:30 by a public lecture in the Harms
Formation which is late Paleocene in age 56-59 MYA.
Gallery.
Shark Teeth are the most common fossil here,
Striatolamia (Sand Tiger) are everywhere, Otodus
Saturday, September 12th, 2020. Club meeting 1pm
obliquus (ancestor of the Meg) are found here
followed at 2:30 by a public lecture in the Harms
frequently (a few every time I go), and the rare and
Gallery. ☼
exciting Paleocarcharodon can also be found. Other
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Editor’s Address:
Stephen Godfrey Ph.D.
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Many thanks to Mike Ellwood, and John Nance for
proofreading this edition.
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